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On Aug. 1, 2011, President Obama released a statement marking the first day of Ramadan,
the holy month for Muslims. He acknowledged its significance and wished Muslims, both
locally and around the world, a blessed month. The fact that more and more high profile
figures of American society are acknowledging Islamic practices and holidays is a clear
indication that the presence of Islam here in America is a growing phenomenon. Christians
should be on the alert, not to treat this as a threat, but as an opportunity to reach people
with the Gospel who otherwise would be difficult to reach in their homelands. But to reach
these Muslim people, it is important to understand both them and their religion. And so,
what is this Ramadan all about?

Let’s begin with the basics. For a Muslim to be a good practicing Muslim, he or she must
believe in certain things and must do certain things. His tenets of belief are known as the
Articles of Faith and his religious works are known as the Pillars of Islam. These religious
works are the critical pillars that uphold the system of Islam and provide strength, meaning,
and preservation. What a Muslim believes is an internal matter that remains invisible to the
outside world. But what he does – his religious works – provides external evidence giving
credence to his Islamic identity and loyalty. Thus a Muslim’s devotion is measured more by
what he does than by what he believes. This explains his emphasis on religious works, the
Pillars.

One of these identifying Pillars is the annual fast of Ramadan. Christians are quick to learn
about the political agenda of Islam, but are not as well acquainted with some of the spiritual
disciplines of Islam, such as fasting. What follows are answers to common questions that
will lead us to a better understanding of this important issue.

What is significant about the word Ramadan?      

Ramadan is the name of the ninth month of the Muslim calendar. The Quran (2:185)
actually states that it was in the month of Ramadan that God sent down divine revelations
for humankind. Muslims believe that their prophet, Muhammad, received these revelations
in AD 610 and continued to receive similar revelations for the next 22 years, after which
time they were compiled into book form – the Quran.  It is this aura of divine guidance from
God that distinguishes this month in Islam as a holy month. Thus, the Quran (2:183) clearly
prescribes this sacred month as a time to fast.

How long does the fast of Ramadan last?
The fast (sawm) begins on the very first day of the month of Ramadan. Because Muslims
follow a lunar calendar, the beginning of each month is determined by the sighting of the
new moon. Thus, fasting begins once the new moon of Ramadan is sighted and continues
for the next 29 or 30 days, depending on the sighting of the next new moon. The end of the
month-long fast is marked by a joyous celebration and three-day holiday known as Eid-al
Fotr. 



Now that we have addressed the monthly duration of the fast, what about its daily
duration? Muslims are expected to fast every day from dawn until sunset. Dawn is
traditionally declared when there is enough light to distinguish a white thread from a black
one. Nowadays, a siren sounds off from a local mosque to signal the beginning of the fast.
In some cases an earlier siren goes off to wake up the local community in time to eat a
meal before the fast. The daily fast ends at sunset, just prior to the prayer call for the
sunset prayer. Again, in most cases, a siren sounds off to signal the end of the daily fast. At
this time, Muslims partake of a quick snack (commonly known as iftar) to hold them over
through prayer time, and then after prayer, eat as much as they want until resuming the
fast at dawn the next day. The affluent will occasionally host iftar gatherings to which
friends and neighbors are invited to celebrate together the breaking of the daily fast.

Who is required to keep the fast?   

Every Muslim who has reached the age of puberty is expected to observe the fast of
Ramadan. Exceptions include expectant and nursing mothers, the elderly, the mentally ill,
the sick, and the traveler whose journey exceeds two days. For those exceptions whose
conditions are only temporary, the number of days missed during the fast must be made
up at some other time. In some cases, Muslims can make up for these missed days by
feeding the poor, one poor person for every day missed.

Can Muslims drink liquids during the fast?      

Not only must Muslims abstain from food, they must also abstain from all liquids, all sexual
activity, and smoking. Some Muslims are so strict about this that they spit out their saliva.
The fast is also a time to refrain from any seemingly immodest and bad-tempered
behavior.

Do Muslims observe religious rituals during the fast?    

Muslims are obligated to read the whole Quran during Ramadan. This is facilitated
by the fact that the Quran is divided into thirty equal sections so that when a Muslim
reads one section per day, by the end of Ramadan, he completes the obligation. In
many Muslim communities, this reading of the Quran is carried out as a community
exercise whereby Muslims attend the mosque nightly to hear professional readers
or religious leaders read the Quran on their behalf. This practice is accompanied
with prayers and is known as the Tarawih ceremony. Some Muslims actually isolate
themselves in the mosque during the last 10 days of the fast as a means of cutting
themselves off from all worldly distractions for the purpose of spiritual reflection.
This ritual of spiritual solitude in the mosque is known as itikaf.



One night in particular, commonly held to be the 27th of Ramadan,
is known as the Night of Power (Lailat-al Qadr). Supposedly, this is
the day during Ramadan when the first revelation of the Quran was
delivered. According to the Quran (97:3), this night is better than a
thousand months and is a night when angels descend to deliver
blessings to humankind. Many Muslims regard this night as the most
holy night of the year and spend the evening praying in the mosque
hoping to receive divine blessing.

Why do Muslims keep the fast? 

The main reason Muslims keep the fast is because the Quran (2:85)
prescribes it. That makes it a religious obligation. Furthermore, it is a
religious pillar, which if observed, earns merit. In fact, according to
Islamic tradition (Sahih al-Bukhari:  vol. 1, book 2, #36), “Whoever
observes the fast during the month of Ramadan out of sincere faith,
and hopes to attain Allah’s rewards, then all his past sins will be
forgiven.” The Quran (2:183) declares that the believer is to keep the
fast in order to learn self-restraint, leading him to revere God, glorify
God, and thank God. Other acquired virtues associated with the fast
are patience, humility, submissiveness, gratitude, and spirituality.

How can Christians relate to the Ramadan fast?
If we are really serious about delivering the Gospel message to
Muslim people, we are going to have to find ways to build bridges
into their lives. Unfortunately, we often begin by erecting walls that
distance us. One sure way to erect a wall is to condemn Muslims for
embracing a religious system of works and to label those works,
such as fasting, entirely worthless. In our enthusiasm for God’s
grace, which is a gift – not of works, we are often quick to cast
judgment on Muslims. But think back to the story of the Apostle
Peter and Cornelius, the Roman Gentile. Acts 10 informs us that
Cornelius’ religious works of prayers and gifts to the poor did not go
unnoticed. Of course, these works did not directly save Cornelius,
but they caught God’s attention and eventually led to his salvation.
Who knows how many “Corneliuses” there are among the Muslims of the
world or in your neighborhood, who are sincere about connecting with
God?
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Could we not commend Muslims for their devotion, rather than condemn them for
what we deem futile? That doesn’t mean that we endorse Islamic teaching, but it
means we recognize the reality of spiritual hunger. Remember the Apostle Paul’s
reaction when he saw the abominable idols of the Greeks of Acts 17. He did not rebuke
the Greeks for idolatry. He said, “Men of Athens! I see that in every way, you are very
religious.” The Apostle Paul found a way to keep the channel of communication open.
And indeed, when it comes to Muslims who devoutly keep the Ramadan fast, they are
“very religious!”

Acknowledging a Muslim’s fast can open the way for dialogue regarding the biblical
examples and teaching on fasting. We can refer to the personal fasts of Moses (Ex.
34:27-29), Daniel (Dan. 9:3-19), and Jesus (Mt. 4:1-4). We can also refer to the
community fasts of King Jehoshaphat and his subjects (2 Chr. 20:1,3-7,12), and the
people of Judah (Joel 2:12-17). Such a discussion can lead to the biblical teaching on
holiness (Lev. 11:44; 1 Pet. 2:9-11; Titus 2:2-6).

Jesus expects His followers to fast, but fasting nowadays is not a common or popular
practice.  It is certainly a practice that is biblical and necessary when engaging in
spiritual formation and spiritual warfare. Who knows what could happen if more
Christians in America made their prayers fervent by adding the ingredient of fasting!

Last, but not least, we can allow the Ramadan fast to remind us to pray and fast
specifically for Muslim people and related ministries.  And what a better time to do this
than during Ramadan?  With thousands of Christians praying and fasting for Muslims –
Muslim friends, Muslim classmates, Muslim co-workers, Muslim neighbors – all at the
same time, we could believe for a mighty move of God that would lead to unbelievable
miracles in the lives of these dear people!  And so “when you fast,” remember
Ramadan and the millions of Muslim people who need our fervent prayers.
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